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The journey to this year’s Forum began on 25 March 2020, when
New Zealand went into a level 4 lockdown, variations of which
people all around the world have experienced. We pivoted and
moved our programmes online – beginning with a Clinic event
that ran less than 72 hours after the lockdown began.
14 months on, we’re heading into our second online Doc Edge
Forum. The first day of this year’s Forum is the 35th time our industry
team has delivered an online event.
That count doesn’t include the 2020 festival screenings, the 39 live
online Q+As delivered during the 2020 festival, the 30+ live online
Q+As that our schools programme delivered, nor the online events
Good Pitch Aotearoa NZ has so far presented.
Our industry programmes are now digital first by choice. Why?
Because we can do a better job. We have more sessions, more
local guests, more international guests – and far greater reach.
The 2021 Forum programme has been built around the ideas
of opportunity and connection. That may seem an odd thing
to claim, as the one thing that everybody says about online
conferences is that they miss the networking.
We’ve begun to mitigate that with a new programme of curated
meetings, Doc Engage. We’ve also expanded our Forum
programme this year, to connect you with more people with
serious skills to share. By the time you reach the end of this booklet
– you’ll discover information about other programmes also built to
provide you with more opportunities to make connections.
We hope you have a great Forum.

Keith & Arthur
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Earlier this year, a record 23 Doc Edge Pitch finalists presented their
projects to a panel of judges and took over 420 meetings with
decision makers from all around the world in three Date-A-Doco
sessions.
Those numbers tell one story - that in 2021 we delivered the biggest
Doc Edge Pitch programme ever. While that’s great, it’s not the
important part of the story.
The calibre of the projects submitted and the teams presenting
them forced us to up our game to find mentors of an even higher
calibre.
The generosity of the mentors, their willingness to share their smarts
with all the teams in our preparation workshops and by supporting
individual projects, astonished us.
When the list of mentors includes festival directors and
programmers from Italy, Taiwan, DOC NYC and Sundance, plus
broadcasters Al Jazeera and the BBC, we love the doors those
connections open for filmmakers to access new ecosystems.

Best Pitch – International

Women’s World
presented by
Luka Yuanyuan and Louie Wang-Holborn

PICS - WINNERS

Best Pitch – NZ
Dhaka DocLab Prize

Sanguma
presented by
Paul Wolffram and ShuRun Yap

AIDC Prize
Dhaka DocLab Prize
Off the Rails
presented by Peter Day

We also love that our prize winners get to participate in events
including AIDC, Dok Leipzig and IDFA - where they’ll have many
more opportunities to connect with even more people.
What we really look forward to is seeing some of our finalist
projects complete their journeys successfully, just like previous
Pitch projects Brother No. 1, Hip Hop-eration, In Zone, Jessica’s Tree,
She Shears, The Topp Twins:Untouchable Girls, There Once Was An
Island, Tickled and Wilbur Force.

Dhaka DocLab Prize

Operation Rambu!
presented by
Morgan Leigh Stewart, Rajneel Singh
and Steve Austin

Congratulations to the 2021 award winners (opposite). We look
forward to seeing what projects step up next time around.
Submissions for Doc Edge Pitch 2022 will open in October.

Dhaka DocLab Prize
Ratman and the Whales
presented by
Kim Webby

Dhaka DocLab Prize

Richard and the Windmill
presented by
Pete Ireland
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AD 12 - Ads to include
One of the areas our industry team has put quite a bit of effort into
this year is engagement, specifically to improve and increase our
engagement with people who submit to our programmes but, for
whatever reason, aren’t selected.
Be it Doc Edge Pitch, the Doc Edge-Rei Foundation Film Fund, the
Festival, Good Pitch or Rough Cuts, there are always many great
projects and films we would love to say Yes to.
But we can’t say Yes to them all, so we’re looking for opportunities
to provide a better service, a better return, a more positive
experience for those people we have to say No to.
The Impact Lab at the beginning of May, for projects not selected
for the inaugural edition of Good Pitch Aotearoa New Zealand,
was one opportunity to provide a better service. Whilst not being
selected for something always feels like missing out, we were
excited to offer project teams not selected for Good Pitch the
opportunity to connect with some world-class mentors.
Among others, filmmakers Rintu Thomas & Sushmit Ghosh, whose
Writing With Fire was a double winner at Sundance this year, and
Erin Sorenson, impact producer for the Emmy-winning Chasing
Coral, joined us.
Their involvement helped the project teams better define and
develop the impact campaigns to accompany their films.
Within and without the Good Pitch programme, we look forward
to creating more opportunities to provide support for impact
producers and productions over the coming year.
Good Pitch Aotearoa New Zealand will run in early 2022.
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Park Road Post is proud to support
the Doc Edge festival and to help
documentary makers tell their stories.
Rough Cuts is a perfect example of why our industry programmes
are now digital first.
In the offline world, any kind of screen content market-focused
event in New Zealand would be a short road to failure. But online,
a New Zealand event is only a mouse-click away from anywhere
- just as close as the virtual markets we’ve attended in Berlin,
Cannes, Dhaka, Hong Kong and Melbourne.
Coupled with our soon-to-launch marketplace platform (see p. 15),
Rough Cuts provides films in late-stage post through to completion
an opportunity to get feedback, input, support and mentoring
around deliverables, marketing and presentation materials in a
two-day lab during August.
In September, the Rough Cuts event offers an opportunity to
connect with commissioners, distributors, festival programmers
and sales agents via a programme of curated meetings.

We warmly congratulate

presented by
Paul Wolffram & ShuRun Yap

presented by
Luka Yuanyuan and Louie Wang-Holborn

Rough Cuts 2021 is now open for business and accepting
submissions. Check out the Rough Cuts page on the Doc Edge
website to get started.

www.parkroad.co.nz
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SERVICES FOR

THE SCREEN INDUSTRY

Screenrights offers a range of services for the
screen industry, from secondary royalty
collection in Australia, New Zealand, and
around the world, to disbursements, residuals,
advocacy, and our annual Cultural Fund.
Find out more about what we can do to help
your screen business.
screenrights.org/screen-industry

If you see a box,
that’s nice.
If you see a
storyboard, let’s talk.

The Doc Edge Market will present a collection of documentary
and factual content from the Asia-Pacific region.
This non-exclusive platform will be available year-round to
filmmakers seeking a secure place to show off their work to
acquisitions teams and commissioners, distributors, festival
programmers and sales agents.
For those buyers, the platform will offer a curated collection unlike
any other currently available.

Photo by Yoav Aziz on Unsplash

Launching later this year, the Market will offer creators of factual
content a secure online home for project information alongside
secure screenings.
It’s the screening room that Doc Edge will use for the Rough Cuts
lab, when decision makers will engage with projects in late-stage
post.
If you’re a content creator, or if you acquire, commission, distribute
or programme content, and you’d like to learn more about the
opportunities the Market offers, please contact:
keith@docedge.nz

If your dream is to take your ideas off the paper and onto the screen, here’s your chance. The University of Auckland’s
postgraduate Screen Production programme is taught by award-winning film practitioners. We are the only university
in New Zealand that is a member of CILECT (an association of the world’s best film schools) and the only screen
production programme in New Zealand to be endorsed by ARRI, the global supplier of motion picture lm equipment.

www.arts.auckland.ac.nz/screen
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FRIDAY 28 MAY | MORNING SESSIONS
0930 Welcome to Doc Edge Forum 2021
Doc Edge directors Alex Lee and Dan Shanan
followed by
Alex Lee

GO YOUR OWN WAY
Fenton Bailey, Executive Producer of lots of award-winning
fare, including RuPaul’s Drag Race, on finding a place 		
and on the creation of content that - at least when 		
Drag Race first aired - was anything but mainstream 		
content.
1030 THIS IS ME
Join producer Morgan Leigh-Stewart for a conversation
with three emerging filmmakers. Antony Young, Jenny 		
Gao and Todd Karehana revisit the opportunities and 		
challenges they’ve discovered so far, and look forward to
what pathways they hope to see ahead of them.

Dan Shanan

Fenton Bailey

1130 WET WET WET
Doc Edge Schools Manager Matthew Donaldson is joined
by Alistair Harding and Grant Rawlinson, respectively
the director and subject of The Sea Decides, for a 		
conversation about making and shooting a 12,000km 		
human-powered journey never previously attempted - 		
from Singapore to New Zealand.

The Sea Decides plays in Doc Edge Festival.
See docedge.nz for screening info.

Antony Young

Jenny Gao

Morgan
Leigh-Stewart

Todd Karehana

Alistair Harding

Grant Rawlinson

Matthew
Donaldson

1230 End of morning sessions

If you’re outside New Zealand, here’s a handy tool
to check our session times at your place.
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FRIDAY 28 MAY | AFTERNOON SESSIONS
1400 COPRODUCTION
Not for the faint-hearted, international coproductions are
an increasingly important option for putting in place the
finance required to support high-quality productions.
Meet the NZFC’s Chris Payne and Mladen Ivancic, Telefilm
Canada’s Michel Pradier, Emmy-winning filmmaker 		
Sonya Pemberton, and filmmaker Vikram Dasgupta, 		
whose Beyond Moving had its world premiere at
Doc Edge 2019.

Chris Payne

Michel Pradier

Mladen Ivancic

Sonya Pemberton

Vikram Dasgupta

Raqi Syed

Zane Egginton

1530 DIFFERENT REALITIES
Join Miriam Ross for a conversation about the XR work 		
of Auckland University’s Zane Egginton, and the award-		
winning Minimum Mass, created by Victoria University’s		
Raqi Syed and Academy Award winner Areito 			
Echevarria.
1700 End of Day

Areito Echevarria

Miriam Ross

If you’re outside New Zealand, here’s a handy tool
to check our session times at your place.
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64th International Leipzig
Festival for Documentary
and Animated Film
25.10.31.10.2021
www.thesoundroom.co.nz

dok-leipzig.de

Hey! Meet m
e at
Scarecrow!

Festival Dates

September 9 (Thu) ‒ 16 (Thu), 2021
at Goyang, South Korea

Submission Deadlines

Feature Films : 17:00, May 17 (Mon), 2021
Short Films : 17:00, June 18 (Fri), 2021
* in Korean time (KST, GMT+9)

For more information, please visit
http://entry.dmzdocs.com/en/

SCARECROW

09 377 1333
33 Victoria St East
scarecrow.co.nz

SATURDAY 29 MAY | MORNING SESSIONS
0930 SCIENCE-BASED
Join Hilla Medalia, Max Lugavere and Paul Trotman to
talk science programming and features, and how the 		
world feels about presenting fact-based information.
1030 CALLING THE SHOTS
Odin’s Eye Entertainment’s Michael Favelle has a long 		
track record as a sales agent and executive producer, a
combination of roles that’s become more common during
the last decade.

Hilla Medalia

Max Lugavere

Paul Trotman

Daniel Cross

Marc Smolowitz

Michael Favelle

Ann Shin

Judith Helfand

Sol Guy

Join him in conversation with EyeSteelFilm’s Daniel Cross
and 13th Gen’s Marc Smolowitz.
1130 IN THE MIRROR
Filmmakers who are the subjects of their own films are the
subject of this session. Producer Alex Reed talks with 		
Ann Shin (A.rtificial I.mmortality), Judith Helfand (Love 		
& Stuff) and Sol Guy (The Death of My Two Fathers), 		
who all put themselves back in front of a camera to talk
about the process and product.
All three films play in Doc Edge Festival. See docedge.nz
for screening info.
1230 End of morning sessions

If you’re outside New Zealand, here’s a handy tool
to check our session times at your place.
Alex Reed
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SATURDAY 29 MAY | AFTERNOON SESSIONS
1400 ON THE MONEY
Join chartered accountnt and Doc Edge board member
Cameron McGregor, production specialist Jill Soper 		
and Film Finances’ Paula Jensen for a look under 		
the hood of making production ends meet.
1515 WEBDOCS
Keith Barclay facilitates a conversation with creators 		
of web documentaries: Amber Easby (The SpinOff), Kent
Briggs (Who Killed Lucy the Poodle?), Magnolia Lowe 		
(Water) and Vidad Narayan (High Rising, The Streets 		
Barber Stories)

Cameron
McGregor

Jill Soper

Paula Jensen

Kent Briggs

Magnolia Lowe

Vidad Narayan

1630 End of Day

Amber Easby

If you’re outside New Zealand, here’s a handy tool
to check our session times at your place.
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SUNDAY 30 MAY | MORNING SESSIONS
0930 RISE OF THE MACHINES
The opportunities and challenges of a world shifting online.
Hear from FluroBlack’s Fraser Brown and Leela Menon,
filmmaker Yung Chang (Wuhan Wuhan), SetStream’s 		
Kelsey Wood and Shift72’s Todd Harper on the new 		
normal.

Wuhan Wuhan plays in Doc Edge Festival. See docedge.nz
for screening info.

Fraser Brown

Keith Barclay

Todd Harper

Yung Chang

Julia Parnell

Paul McLaney

Karl Steven

Sam Zubrycki

Leanne Pooley

Cathy Henkel

Sam Lara

Kelsey Wood

Leela Menon

1030 GET RHYTHM
During the last decade, three music films won the 		
Academy’s Documentary Feature award within five years.
This session addresses the enduring appeal of music 		
docos, the art and craft of making a successful one, and
the importance of music for picture generally.
Paul McLaney is joined by Cody Greenwood, producer of
Gracie Otto’s Under the Volcano; producer and director
Julia Parnell (SIX60: Till the Lights Go Out); multi-award-		
winning composer Karl Steven; and Sam Zubrycki, whose
Miguelito played last year’s Doc Edge Festival.

Cody Greenwood

Under the Volcano plays in Doc Edge Festival. See 		
docedge.nz for screening info.
1130 LAURA’S CHOICE
Leanne Pooley talks with mother and daughter team 		
Cathy Henkel and Sam Lara about the making of 		
Doc Edge 2021 title, Laura’s Choice, which chronicles 		
Cathy’s mother’s decision to end her own life.
1230 End of morning session

If you’re outside New Zealand, here’s a handy tool
to check our session times at your place.
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SUNDAY 30 MAY | AFTERNOON SESSIONS
1400 IN CONVERSATION
Canadian filmmaker, Francine Zuckerman, has spent 		
a good part of the pandemic holed up in NZ. Enjoy her
conversation with fellow Canadian expat, director and 		
cinematographer Tom Burstyn.
Doc Edge presented a special screening of Francine’s		
After Munich in February 2021.

Francine
Zuckerman

Tom Burstyn

Niva Kay

Phil Stebbing

1530 CINEMATOGRAPHY
Tom Burstyn facilitates a conversation with 			
cinematographers Niva Kay and Phil Stebbing (both 		
High Tide Don’t Hide) plus Aleksei Abib and Carolina 		
Telles (both You Are Not a Soldier), exploring the decisions
behind the shooting of sequences in their films.
Both films play in Doc Edge Festival. See docedge.nz 		
for screening info.

Aleksei Abib

Carolina Telles

1700 End of Day
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DRIVING INSPIRATION AND SUCCESS
IN THE ART OF FILMMAKING THROUGH
OPPORTUNITY & DIVERGENCE
IEFTA.org

If you’re outside New Zealand, here’s a handy tool
to check our session times at your place.
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and a thousand
other mountains,
lakes and beaches.

Explore your
next location;
from the
Mountains
to the Sea.

Bree Loverich,
Screen CanterburyNZ
Manager

Our regional film office, Screen CanterburyNZ,
was formed to introduce you to the people and
places of Canterbury and the West Coast. Our
crew know how to open every farm gate, unlock
every Country Hall, or land on any mountain,
glacier, river, beach, forest or lake that makes
New Zealand’s biggest region so epic and
breathtaking. If you want the most accessible
and diverse film location in the world to help
bring your story to the screen, then contact us
today to start the conversation.

+64 27 348 8841
welcome@screencanterbury.nz
screencanterbury.nz
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Welcome to
the home of
Aoraki Mt Cook,

20 - 2020

A shared
commitment
to the arts
Like Doc Edge Festival, Soar
Print is part of New Zealand’s
history. We’ve been helping the
arts sector to communicate since
Lt. Colonel Fred Soar purchased his
first press in 1920.
We appreciate the contribution Doc Edge
Festival makes to art & culture in New Zealand,
offering our national community access to a diverse
range of high-quality film.
Providing the festival with quality print and digital
media solutions is our way of supporting Doc Edge
Festival’s commitment to the future of art &
culture in New Zealand.

www.soarprint.co.nz
09 302 9100

MONDAY 31 MAY | MORNING SESSIONS
0930 MAKING CHANGE
Ahead of the inaugural edition of Good Pitch Aotearoa
New Zealand, Doc Edge director Alex Lee talks with Story
Matters’ Patricia Finneran, director Shannon Walsh (The
Gig Is Up), and impact producers Tamar Münch (The Girl
on the Bridge) and Tiffany Shan (Try Harder) about 		
helping films achieve their impact goals.

Alex Lee

Patricia Finneran

Shannon Walsh

The Gig Is Up and Try Harder play in Doc Edge Festival. See
docedge.nz for screening info.
1030 DIGGING DEEP
Meet some of the filmmakers whose latest feature docos
have strong archival elements to their stories:
Judith Ehrlich (The Boys Who Said No!), Sally Aitken 		
(Playing With Sharks) and Ursula Liang (Down A Dark 		
Stairwell).
Tamar Münch

Tiffany Shan

Judith Ehrlich

Sally Aitken

Ursula Liang

Dan Salmon

Kirsty Griffin

Naomi Ball

All three films play in Doc Edge Festival. See docedge.nz
for screening info.
1130 INCLUSION
Welcome to some of the finest local and international 		
creators of content by and with people who aren’t 		
considered normal.
Attitude’s Dan Buckingham faciltates a panel including
Dan Salmon (Pictures of Susan), Bella Pacific Media’s 		
Kirsty Griffin (Amy Street, House of Champions and Doc
Edge Best NZ Short 2020, Pluck), and expat Kiwi director
and impact producer Naomi Ball (the upcoming Who I
Am, Amie Batalibasi’s Blackbird and Docked).

If you’re outside New Zealand, here’s a handy tool
to check our session times at your place.
Dan Buckingham
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MONDAY 31 MAY | AFTERNOON SESSIONS
1230 Festival Roundtable 1
Festival directors and programmers on what they’re 		
seeking, what they’re not, and when and how to get their
attention on your latest film.
Each festival has up to 15 minutes, including time to answer
questions.

David Wilson

Du Hai Bin

Jinseok Kang

Kate Jinx

Mareva Leu

Shane Smith

in this session, meet:
David Wilson, True/False (USA)
Du Hai Bin,
		
West Lake International Documentary Festival (China)
Jinseok Kang, DMZ Docs (Korea)
Kate Jinx, Melbourne International Film Festival (Australia)
Mareva Leu, FIFO (Tahiti)
Shane Smith, Hot Docs (Canada)
1400 KEYNOTE
2021 Doc Edge Superhero Heather Croall
Followed by Closing Remarks
Doc Edge Directors Alex Lee and Dan Shanan
1500 End of Afternoon Sessions

Heather Croall

If you’re outside New Zealand, here’s a handy tool
to check our session times at your place.
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Alex Lee

Dan Shanan
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MONDAY 31 MAY | EVENING SESSION
2000 Festival Roundtable 2
Festival directors and programmers on what they’re 		
seeking, what they’re not, and when and how to get their
attention on your latest film.
Each festival has 15 minutes, including time to answer 		
questions.

Angeliki Petrou

Christine
Camdessus

Cintia Gil

Francesco Bizzarri

Frank Moens

Karin
Rywkind Segal

Kati Juurus

Katrine Kiilgaard

Lina Dinkla

Raul Niño
Zambrano

Rohan Crickmar

in this session, meet:
Angeliki Petrou,
		
Thessaloniki Documentary Festival (Greece)
Christine Camdessus, FIPADOC (France)
Cintia Gil, Sheffield Doc|Fest (England)
Francesco Bizzarri, Visioni dal Mondo (Italy)
Frank Moens, DocVille (Belgium)
Karin Rywkind Segal, Docaviv (Israel)
Kati Juurus, Docpoint (Finland)
Katrine Kiilgaard, CPH:DOX (Denmark)
Lina Dinkla, Dok Leipzig (Germany)
Raul Niño Zambrano, IDFA (Netherlands)
Rohan Crickmar,
		
Edinburgh International Film Festival (Scotland)
2200 End of Doc Edge Forum 2021 - see you in ‘22!

If you’re outside New Zealand, here’s a handy tool
to check our session times at your place.
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TEAM

FEARLESS / MATATOA

Doc Edge’s festival, industry and schools programmes are
You Are
Not
A Soldier
delivered by a team of amazing people.
In 2021 that team includes:

Between the frontlines and fatherhood, a tale
of survival,
life and
death.
Abdullah Thaha, Alex Lee,
Annabelle
Wong,

Director Telles’s
father
was a soldier who wanted to be on
Anushka Daga, Arthur Struyf,
Aruna
Po-Ching,
front lines of war. To understand the complexity that
Charlie Chen, Christianthe
Jensen,
Dan
Shanan,
drove her father to risk his live, she conducts a character
Emma-Grace Colwill, Georgia
Frost, Janet
study of award-winning
war Scott,
photographer André Liohn.
The
film
contrasts
the
terrifying
tale of a photojournalist
John Lau, Justin Benn, Kaelin Wade, Kate McLaren,
staunchly bearing witness to heart-breaking conflict with the
Keith Barclay, Kevin Kapur,
Cartmer,
duties ofKristen
a father, putting
himself in the line of fire.
Linsey Lee, Lucas Handschuh, Matthew Donaldson,
Presenting his ethics and integrity in the face of violence,
Michelle Lau, Nadia Morgan,
Rachael Penman
he begins to question his motives for placing himself in such
and examines the disturbing but fine line between
and Sashadanger
Lockley
the life and death he has witnessed and to what end he will
go to reveal those truths.

Keep up with @docedgeindustry on

Director:: Aleksei Abib,
DOC EDGE FESTIVAL
facebook, twitter and instagram.

AUSTRALASIA PREMIERE

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

Maria Carolina Telles
Country: Brazil
Year: 2021
Duration: 110’
Language: Arabic, English, Italian,
Portuguese

This year we’ve separated our Clinics programme from Doc Edge
Pitch.
In 2021, our Clinics will present a more skills-focused programme
of sessions, which will cover hard and soft skills. We’ll target the
Clinics at emerging and early career filmmakers and content
creators, although - of course - everybody’s welcome.
Whether you want to upskill, expand your range of skills, or simply
gain a better understanding of the jobs other people around you
are doing, the 2021 Doc Clinic programme will offer you a halfdozen opportunities to do just that.
This year’s programme kicks off on Saturday 7 August and then
runs every second Saturday afternoon until Saturday 16 October.
We’ll announce more information about the programme and
open registrations when the Doc Edge Festival closes on 11 July.
Check out all the information on the Doc Edge website.

P-51
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DOC EDGE INDUSTRY PARTNERS

DOC EDGE PROGRAMME PARTNERS
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Suite 2-3, 72 Dominion Road, Mount Eden, Auckland 1024, New Zealand
+64 9 360 0329 | info@docedge.nz | docedge.nz

